Progressive Aspect:
In English we say things like "What are you doing now?" and "I am eating lunch." This ASPECT is actually
independent from the tense of the sentence. This is obvious when you consider we also say "What were you doing
yesterday?" or "What will you be doing tomorrow?" Chinese does not use tense, but still has a progressive aspect.
This progressive aspect, used to mark an ongoing action, is expressed by using one of the following options all
having the same meaning:
+ Predicate +
+ Predicate
Predicate +

When using the progressive aspect to indicate two simultaneous activities: When you called, I was just in the
shower; we use the progressive construct with
. The addition of
in the progressive aspect phrase
emphasizes the immediacy of the actions: right in the middle of doing something.
Subject 1 + Action 1 +

+ Subject 2 +

+ Action 2 +

Verb Complement:
The verb complement indicates the manner, or degree to which an action is carried out: walk slowly, eat quickly, and
the like. English speakers add an adverb after the verb, while in Chinese the complement of degree is expressed by
adding

and an adjectival predicate, usually an adverb and adjective.
Verb +

+ Adverb + Adjective

When a transitive verb is followed by an object the verb is repeated with the complement structure replacing the
object after the second occurrence. The structure is a bit more complicated, but the language is useful.
Verb + Object + Verb +

+ Adverb + Adjective
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Auxiliary Verbs:
Auxiliary, or optative verbs indicate the ability, possibility, intention, or wish of carrying out an action. As in English,
auxiliary verbs in Chinese precede the main verb. Think: can walk, will go, may enter, should study.

will likely VERB

會

不會

know how to VERB

會

不會

able to VERB

能/可以

不能

ought to VERB

要/應該

不用

want to VERB

想/要

不想

allowed to VERB

可以

不可以
不要/不應該

should not VERB
(

) + Auxiliary Verb + Verb + (Object)

The Perfective Aspect
The perfective aspect is used to express a completed action. In English we use “have + VERB-ed” to
grammatically form this aspect. The perfective is used in past, present and future tenses.
Past: We had already eaten (when they arrived).
Present: We have already eaten.
Future: We will have eaten (by 8PM this evening).
Chinese does not have tenses, but does have the perfective aspect. In Chinese perfective aspect in its
simplest form is marked by adding
after the verb. If there is an object the
particle is inserted
between the verb and object. However, the object must contain either a quantification, or qualification-reference a specific object. We will talk about that later.
The previous English statements would be rendered in Chinese as, “
ideas would be indicated by adding time words to the sentence.
SUBJECT + VERB

OBJECT

Past:
Yesterday we had eaten breakfast. (You don’t normally eat breakfast.)
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” Past, present and future

Present:
We have eaten breakfast. (Now what?)
Future:
At eight this morning after we have eaten breakfast please give me a call.
The negative of the VERB +
structure is
a negative statement, or in a question.

(

) + VERB + (OBJECT). There is no qualifier for the object in

Basic Structure
The following table lists the grammar patterns in perfective statements and questions:

Positive

Negative

Interrogative

SUBJECT + VERB + 了 + (*OBJECT)

has happened

*OBJECT, + VERB + 了

has happened

SUBJECT + 沒(有) + VERB + (OBJECT)

not happened

*OBJECT, + 沒(有) + VERB

not happened

SUBJECT + 還沒(有) + VERB

not happened yet

SUBJECT + 還沒(有) + VERB + OBEJCT + 呢

not happened yet

*OBJECT, + 還沒(有) + VERB + 呢

not happened yet

SUBJECT + VERB + 了 + (OBJECT) + 嗎？
*OBJECT, + VERB + 了 + 嗎？
SUBJECT + VERB + 了 + (OBJECT) + 沒有？
*OBJECT, + VERB + 了 + 沒有？
SUBJECT + VERB + 沒 + VERB + (OBJECT)？
*OBJECT, + VERB + 沒 + VERB？

*Objects in these perfective statements must be a nominal (noun) phrase containing a proper noun (
or any noun preceded by a numeral-measure (
), demonstrative-measure (
), an attribute (
,
), or a relative clause (
).

)

When Not to Use
A completed action is often a past action, but if the perfective is not stressed the VERB +
not be used. There are certain specific situations where the perfective is not appropriate.
Habitual Action:
He often smoked in the past.
Continuous State:
He was studying Chinese literature last year at Beijing University.
Status Description:
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pattern should

,

,

, etc.

He used to be the Chinese ambassador.

Descriptive Statement:
When he was young he thought this book was very interesting.
Degree Complement:
When he was at the seaside he swam really fast.
Reported Speech:
,

,

, etc.

Yesterday he said he would wait for me in the cafeteria.

Imminent Aspect:
We learned that
can be used to express a new situation or a change of state. If this change is going to take place
relatively soon, we express this imminence with . The degree of imminence can be enhanced by adding . The
urgency can be mitigated by using .

soon

快（要）+ [ VERB + OBJECT ] + 了

sooner

要 + [ VERB + OBJECT ] + 了

soonest

就（要）+ [ VERB + OBJECT ] + 了

The negative of the new situation
form.

statement uses

or
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Cannot use
with time.
Can use
with time.

. Imminent aspect questions usually take the

•

23 :

•

24 :

•

25 :

•

26 :

•

27 :

•

28 :

•

29 :

•

30 :
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